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A cycle in a graph is dominating if every vertex lies at distance at most one from the cycle 
and a cycle is D-cycle if every edge is incident with a vertex of the cycle. In this paper, first we 
provide recursive formulae for finding a shortest dominating cycle in a Hahn graph; minor 
modifications can give formulae for finding a shortest D-cycle. Then, dominating cycles and 
D-cycles in a Halin graph H are characterized in terms of the cycle graph, the intersection 
graph of the faces of H. 
1. Preliminaries 
The various domination problems have been extensively studied. Among them 
is the problem whether a graph has a dominating cycle. All graphs in this paper 
have no loops and multiple edges. 
A dominating cycle in a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is a subgraph C of G which is 
a cycle and every vertex of V(G) \ V(C) is adjacent to a vertex of C. There are 
graphs which have no dominating cycles, and moreover, determining whether a 
graph has a dominating cycle on at most 1 vertices is NP-complete even in the 
class of planar graphs [7], chordal, bipartite and split graphs [3]. If a graph 
contains a dominating cycle then the problem is to find one of minimum length. 
Efficient algorithms exist for 2-trees [6], 2-connected outerplanar graphs [7], 
permutation graphs [2] and series-parallel graphs [3]. 
A related domination problem results when each edge of a graph is required to 
have at least one endvertex on the cycle; the cycle is called a D-cycle. It was 
noticed in [lo] that the D-cycle problem is also NP-complete for planar graphs 
and then proved to be NP-complete also for chordal and bipartite graphs [3]. 
Efficient algorithms exist for series-parallel graphs and split graphs [3]. 
In this paper we study both dominating cycle problems in the class of Halin 
graphs, a subclass of Hamiltonian graphs. A Halin graph is a plane graph 
obtained from a plane tree with no vertex of degree 2 by drawing a cycle through 
all endvertices [l, 51. With every Halin graph we can associate a skirted graph and 
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every skirted graph can be obtained from a triangle by a simple procedure [8]. 
These two observations are crucial for determining a minimum dominating cycle 
in Halin graphs. 
In the next section, we present recursive formulae for finding a minimum 
dominating cycle in a Halin graph. The formulae can be easily modified to solve 
the D-cycle problem, too. Then in Section 3 we provide a complete characteriza- 
tion of dominating cycles and D-cycles in Halin graphs in terms of the associated 
outerplane graph. 
The dominating cycle problem for Halin graphs was independently solved in 
[12] by applying a general method designed for partial k-trees (a Halin graph is a 
partial 3-tree), whereas our approach uses a more natural recursive definition of 
Halin and skirted graphs. 
2. Recursive formulae 
Let T, be a plane tree with at least three vertices, rooted at x and with no 
vertex, except possibly the root x, of degree 2. The choice of the root in TX 
induces the natural father-son relation between adjacent vertices. Moreover, for 
every non-endvertex u of TX, the counterclockwise ordering of all sons of u as 
viewed from u determines their linear ordering with sons numbered in their 
increasing ordering, and also, the linear ordering of all endvertices of T,. Let y 
and z denote, respectively, the first and the last endvertex of TX in this ordering. 
We define a skirted graph G(x, y, z) as a plane graph obtained from T, by 
drawing the path from y to z through all endvertices of T,. 
If degCx = 2 then the left and right subtrees of T, are the trees TX, and TX,, 
where .q and X, are the first and last sons of X, respectively. If degCx 2 3 then the 
left subtree of TX is the tree TX,, where xI is the first son of x and the right subtree 
of TX is the tree TX, = TX \ T,., with x, =x as the root. The subgraphs G(x,, y,, zJ, 
G(x,, yr, z,) induced in G(x, y, z) by the vertices of TX, and TX, with y,, zl, y,, z, as 
the first and last endvertices in TX,, TX,, respectively, we call the left and right 
subgraphs of G(x, y, z). They are also skirted graphs. Observe that yl = y and 
z, = z. 
Let H be a Halin graph defined by a tree T and let x E V(T) be a nonendvertex 
of T adjacent in T to exactly one vertex of degree at least 3. Denote by y and z 
two endvertices of T adjacent to x in T such that yz is an edge of H. Then 
G(x, y, z) = H\yz is a skirted graph and we call it a skirted graph associated with 
Halin graph H. 
In this section, by a path in a graph G we mean a subgraph P = ({x1, . . . , xk}, 
{XjXi+l, i = 1, . . . , k - 1)) of G. A subgraph F of G dominates a vertex x of G if 
x E V(F) or there exists y E V(F) adjacent to x in G. 
Let G,, . . . , G,,, nsl, be subgraphs of a graph G. We define 
MINL{G1,, . . ,G,} to be a graph Gi, 1 s i s n, with the minimum number of 
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vertices among Gi, . . . , G,. If S is a property of graphs then by a minimum 
graph satisfying S we mean a graph with the minimum number of vertices which 
has property S. If Gi, G2 are two graphs, then 
G1 u Gz = (V(G) u V(G), E(G) U E(G)). 
Let a, b, c, d, e, f E (0, l}. 
Definition 2.1.’ For three vertices x, y, z of a graph G, let CG(xab, yCd, zef) 
denote a minimum cycle C in G satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) xeV(C)iff a=l; 
(ii) y e V(C) iff c = 1; 
(iii) zeV(C)iff e=l; 
(iv) C dominates x iff b = 1; 
(v) C dominates y iff d = 1; 
(vi) C dominates z iff f = 1; 
(vii) C dominates every vertex u E V(G)\{x, y, z}. 
Note that in Definition 2.1, if a = 1 (c = 1 or e = 1) then b = 1 (d = 1 or f = 1, 
resp.). Therefore, if a = 1 (c = 1 or e = 1) we can write x1 (y’ or zl, resp.). 
Definition 2.2. For three vertices X, y, z of a graph G, let P$(zef) denote a 
minimum path P in G with endvertices X, y satisfying: 
(i) zEV(P)iff e=l; 
(ii) P dominates z iff f = 1; 
(iii) P dominates every vertex u E V(G)\(z). 
Proposition 2.3. Let H be a Hulin graph and let G = G(x, y, z) denote a skirted 
graph associated with H. Then the cycle 
C DOM = MINL{CG(x’, y’, zi), CG(X’, yi, ZO’), CG(Xl, yol, zl), CG(X’, yol, ZOl), 
CG(XO’, yol, ZOl)> P,c,(xO’) u ({Y7 217 {YZ>)> 
is u minimum dominating cycle in Hulin graph H. 
Proof. Let H be a Halin graph and G(x, y, z) = G be a skirted graph associated 
with H. If C is a minimum dominating cycle in H then C satisfies one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) x, Y, z l V(C); 
(2) x, y E V(C) and z 4 V(C); 
(3) x, z E V(C) and y 4 V(C); 
(4) y, z E V(C) and x 4 V(C); 
(5) x E V(C) and y, z 4 V(C); 
(6) x, Y, z 4 V(C). 
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It is easy to see, by the definition of G(x, y, z), that in case (1) we have 
C= Cc@‘, y’, z’), in case (2): C= CG(X1, y’, zol), in case (3): C= 
CG(X1, y”, zl), in case (4): C=P,G,(xO’) U ({y, z}, {yz}), in case (5): C= 
CG(x’, yol, zol) and in case (6): C = CG(xol, yol, zol). Hence 
C = MINL{CG(xl, y’, zl), CG(xl, y’, zol), CG(xl, y”, zl), CG(xl, yol, zol), 
CG(xO’, yol, zO1), Pycz(xOl) u ({Y, z>, {YZ))>. 0 
Proposition 2.3 implies that the minimum dominating cycle problem for a Halin 
graph H can be transformed to finding some cycles and paths satisfying the 
conditions of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, in a skirted graph associated 
with H. To this end, we now give recursive formulae which determine 
CG(xab, yCd, zef) and Pz(kgh) for i, j, k E {x, y, z} and a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h E (0, l} 
in a skirted graph G(x, y, z), as combinations of cycles and paths in the left 
G(x[, yI, zl) and the right G(x,, y,, z,) subgraphs of G(x, y, z) which are also 
skirted graphs. Since the smallest skirted graph is a triangle and the subgraphs 
G(x[, y,, z,) and G(x,, yr, z,) of G(x, y, z) are defined with respect to the value of 
deg,(x), we distinguish the following three cases: 
(1) deg,(x) = 2 and IV(G)1 = 3, i.e., G is a triangle; 
(2) degG(x) = 2 and IV(G)1 > 3; 
(3) deg,(X) 2 3. 
We present the formulae only for cases (1) and (2), since case (3) is very similar 
to case (2). 
Let C’, P’, C’, P’ denote cycles and paths in G(x,, y,, z,), G(x,, yr, z,), 
respectively. 
Case (1). We have IV(G(x,, y/, z!))l = IV(G(x,, y,, z,))l = 1, so xl =yl = g =y 
and x, = y, = Z~ = z, and therefcre: 
CG(xl, Y’, z’) = ((x9 Y, z>, {XY, YZ> zx>); 
PS(z’) = (lx, y, x1, {xz, zy>); P:(zol) = (ix, Y>, {xy)); 
P%J’) = ({x, y, 21, {XY, yz}); PZ(yO’) = ({x, z), {xz)); 
P,“,(x’) = (1x, y, z>, {YX, xx>); PycL(xOl) = ({Y, z>, {YZ)). 
The other cycles and paths are not defined in this case. 
Fig. 1. deg,x = 2, deg,x 2 3. 
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Case (2). Let us assume that IV(G(x,, yl, q))l, (V(G(x,, y,, z,))l > 1. (If 
IV(G(q, yt, zd)l = 1 (or IV(G(x,, Y,, z,))l = 1) then xl = Y/ = ZI = Y (or x, = Y, = 
z, = z) the corresponding formulae are simple modifications of those given below.) 
Cc@‘, Y’, z’) = P:Jy’) u P:,&‘) u Q; 
Cc@‘, Y? 2’) = P;,z,(y”“) u P:,&‘) u Q, d E (0, 11; 
Cc@‘, Y ‘9 z”) = P:,z,(y ‘) U P:,,(zof) u Q, f E (0, 11; 
Cc@‘, y”? zof) = &,(yod) U J’:,,(zof) u Q, 4 f E (0, 11; 
where Q = ({x, XI, x,, yr, ~1, {-=I, xx,, ZIY~)). 
Other cycles CG(xsb, yCd, z”f ) are not defined in this case. 
Pg(zef) = MINLV’:,(x:), P:,(xp”), P;&~‘)> u &(.zef) u 
({x7 x,, zi, Y,>, {-K ~24)~ e9 f E Kh 11; 
P,“,(Y’“) = P;,,(Y”“) u MIW&(x;), P;rz(x?), P;,z(xol)) u 
({x, XI, z/, Y,>, WI, YJ,)), c, d E 1% 11; 
P,“z(x’) = MIWP:&:) U P:,(Y~‘), P:&:) u P:,(Y?), P:&:) u 
P:,(Y3, P:x,(z?) u P:+z(YS P:&‘) u P:,AY3> 
P:x,w) u P:,(Ya u ({x9 XI, x,1, {xx,, xx,>); 
P$(xol) = MIWP;&:) u P;&), P;&:) u P;&;‘), P:z,<d’) u 
P;&:)l u ({Zl, Yr>, {ZIYrl); 
P,“z(x”) = P:z,w) u P;,w u ({ZI> Yr), {-GYr>)* 
Using Proposition 2.3 and the above formulae one can design an algorithm for 
finding a minimum dominating cycle in a Halin graph H which works in 
O(lV(H)I) time. 
One can easily modify consideration above to hold for D-cycles in Halin 
graphs. First, in Definition 2.l(vii) and in Definition 2.2(iii), C and P should 
dominate all edges of G, resp. In a counterpart of Proposition 2.3 for D-cycles we 
remove the last but one term since no D-cycle in G(x, y, z) omits all three 
vertices x, y and z. Then, recursive formulae for shortest cycles and paths have to 
be modified-we leave this task to the reader. 
3. Characterizations 
The algorithm presented in the preceding section, although asymptotically very 
efficient, does not give any insight into the structure of (minimum) dominating 
cycles in Halin graphs. The purpose of this section is to characterize such cycles in 
terms of (fundamental) basic cycles generated by the interior (spanning) trees. 
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The empty set, the set of all cycles and unions of edge-disjoint cycles of G, is a 
vector space called the cycle space of G, over GF(2), the field of integers modulo 
2 with the vector addition of elements defined as the ring sum of sets of edges. In 
this section we shall sometimes use the same symbol to denote a cycle and the set 
of its edges. 
Let H = (V, E) be a plane Halin graph and V = { Ci}l denote the set of interior 
faces of H. Note that Ce is a cycle basis of H generated by the interior tree of H. 
We denote by G = B(H, 5%) the cycle graph of H with respect to %‘. The graph G 
has the vertex set corresponding to % and two vertices are adjacent in G if the 
corresponding cycles share an edge. It is clear that G is isomorphic to H*-v,,~, 
where H* is the dual of H and v,,~ denotes the vertex of H* lying in the exterior 
of H. Therefore, we may assume that G is naturally embedded in the plane. 
Hence, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the interior edges of H 
and the edges of G. It is easy to see that G is a 2-connected outerplane graph. 
Every cycle of H and in particular every Hamiltonian and dominating cycle in 
H is a linear combination of a subset of % over GF(2). For a cycle c of H, we 
denote by Z(c) the subset of Z such that c = Biercc) Ci and say that Z(c) [or cycles 
in Z(c)] generates the cycle c. We first identify those subsets .Z of Z which generate 
cycles in H. 
In what follows we assume that H is a Halin graph, V = {Ci}l is the set of 
interior faces of H, G = B(H, 59) is the cycle graph of H with respect to %, and 
.Z E I. We denote by G 1 J the subgraph of G induced by the vertices correspond- 
ing to cycles Ci for i E J. 
Lemma 3.1. The edge set c = pi., Ci forms a cycle in H if and only if the 
subgraph G 1 J is connected. 
Proof. Note first that if G 1 J is disconnected then c cannot generate a connected 
subgraph of H, hence c is a union of cycles. 
To prove sufficiency we proceed by induction on IJI. If IJI = 1, for instance 
J = {j} then Cj is a cycle. Let us now assume that the lemma is true for every 
subset of Z with less than k elements and let us consider J such that IJI = k and 
F = G / J is connected. F contains at least one vertex j for which the graph 
F’ = G ) J’, where J’ = J - {j} is also connected. Therefore, by the inductive 
hypothesis, J’ generates a cycle, say c’. Let A4 denote the set of all neighbours of 
j in G I J. Since every two cycles in %? have at most one edge in common, C, rl Cj 
is an edge, say e,, for every m E M. Note that e, (m E M) does not belong to any 
other cycle of %‘, since every interior edge of H appears in exactly two cycles of 
%. We claim now that the set of edges K = {e,: m EM} constitutes a path in Ci. 
Let us assume a contrario that there exists an interior edge f in Cj, f $ F which 
lies between two connected components of F on Cj. Hence, there exists exactly 
one cycle C, in %’ such that f E C, and 14 J. Since 1 and j are adjacent in G (which 
is a 2-connected outerplane graph), the edge lj disconnects G and also the graph 
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G 1 J’ is not connected-a contradiction. Thus, F is a path on Cj and hence 
c’@Cjisacycle. 0 
One can easily demonstrate that Lemma 3.1 may not be true if H is an 
arbitrary plane graph, see [9] for details. 
If c = &, C; is a cycle in H then its length satisfies 
ICI = I4 + IV, z-41, (1) 
where {.Z, Z - .Z} denotes the set of all edges in G whose one end belongs to J and 
the other is in Z - .Z. 
We first recall from [ll] a characterization of Hamiltonian cycles (which 
trivially dominate also all vertices of the graphs) in Halin graphs in the terms of 
cycle graphs. If G = (V, E) is a plane graph then a subset W c V is called an 
independent face cover of G if every interior face of G contains a vertex of W but 
no two vertices of W belong to the same interior face of G. 
Theorem 3.2. The edge set c = @ie, Ci forms a Hamiltonian cycle in H if and only 
if Z -J is an independent face cover of G. 
In the characterization of dominating cycles to be developed, face independ- 
ence of vertices in Z-J will be dropped out and replaced by a forbidden 
configuration of vertices in J. Additionally, one exception will occur. For the sake 
of clarity we first prove some properties of dominating cycles in Halin graphs. 
Lemma 3.3. Zf c = @ic, Ci forms a dominating cycle in H then G I J has no face 
each edge of which belongs to other faces of G 1 J. 
Proof. Assume that G I J contains an interior face D of G. Hence, c does not 
pass the vertex w which corresponds to D in H. If D is surrounded in G I J by 
other faces of G then also no neighbour of w belongs to c. Therefore, w is not 
dominated by c-a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Zf the graph G 1 J is connected, no face of G I J is surrounded by 
other faces of G I J and every face of G contains an element of J then c = eiE, Ci 
forms a dominating cycle in H. 
Proof. Let J c Z satisfy the conditions of the lemma. By Lemma 3.1, c is a cycle 
in H. We now show that c dominates every vertex v of H. 
If v is an interior vertex in H then G has a face D corresponding to v. By the 
assumption, D contains an element of J. If D has a vertex which does not belong 
to J then v belongs to c. Otherwise, since D is not surrounded by other cycles in 
G I J, v is adjacent to a vertex in c, so dominates v. 
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Fig. 2. Halin graph H (solid lines) and its cycle graph G (dotted lines). A dominating cycle in Hand 
the corresponding subgraph of G are in heavy lines. 
Let v be an exterior vertex of H, and C, and C, denote the two basic cycles 
containing v (V is of degree 3). If k EJ or 1 E J then v belongs to c. If k, I $J then 
u is dominated by c since the face of G which contains the edge kl is covered by 
an element of J. 0 
Fig. 2 shows a counterexample to the converse of Lemma 3.4; namely the 
subgraph G ( J does not cover the three triangular faces of G. We now show that 
there is no other type of exception. 
Theorem 3.5. The edge set c = @is, Ci forms a dominating cycle in H if and 
only if: 
(1) G 1 J is connected, 
(2) no face of G 1 J is surrounded by other faces of G ) J, and 
(3) for every face D of G, either D contains an element of J or D is a pendant 
triangular face (u, v, w), where deg(u) = 2, and J contains both the neighbours v’ 
and w’ of v and w, respectively, such that v’ f u, W’ Zu, and v’ and w’ belong to 
the exterior cycle of G. 
Proof. To show sufficiency, we have to demonstrate only that Lemma 3.4 holds 
also when its third assumption is relaxed to condition (3) of the theorem. Let 
D = (u, v, w) be a triangular face in G with deg(u) = 2 and u’ and w’ denote the 
neighbours of u and w, resp., on the exterior cycle of G. If D is not covered by 
the elements of J then J contains V’ and w’, what guarantees that the vertices of 
the triangle in H corresponding to u are dominated by the vertices which belong 
to the cycles which correspond to V’ and w’. 
Necessity. Conditions (1) and (2) follow by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. Let D be a 
face of G and Y denote the vertex in H which corresponds to D. If v belongs to c, 
then at least one but not ail of the vertices of D belongs to J. If u does not belong 
to c, then either all vertices of D belong to J or none. In the former case the 
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proof is completed and in the latter case one can easily show that G - D has 
exactly one connected component since otherwise G 1 J would not be connected. 
Moreover D has to be a triangle since if D is of length at least 4 then an internal 
edge of the fan F in H corresponding to D would have a vertex which is not 
dominated by c. Hence, if c dominates all vertices of F then J must contain the 
neighbours of D on the exterior cycle of G. Cl 
We now characterize D-cycles in Halin graphs. A counterpart of the Lemma 
3.3 for D-cycles has the following form. 
Lemma 3.6. Zf c = &, Ci forms a D-cycle in H then no interior edge of G is also 
an interior edge in G 1 J. 
Proof. If c = eier Ci is a D-cycle and G ) J contains an interior face D of G then 
the vertex u of H which corresponds to D does not belong to c. Let e = kl be an 
interior edge of G and D,, D,, be the two faces of G which contain e. Let U, v 
denote the vertices of H which correspond to D,, 0,. If G 1 J contains D,, D, 
then u, v $ c, therefore e * = uv is not incident with c-a contradiction.’ 0 
We are now ready to characterize D-cycles in Halin graphs. 
Theorem 3.7. The edge set c = Bit, Ci forms a D-cycle in H if and only if: 
(1) G ) J is connected, 
(2) every face of G contains an element of J, 
(3) no interior edge e of G is an interior edge in G I J, and 
(4) for every three consecutive vertices on the exterior cycle of G, at least one of 
them belongs to J. 
Proof. To prove necessity, it remains to show that conditions (2) and (4) are 
satisfied. Let us assume that c = eieJ Ci is a D-cycle in H. If there exist three 
consecutive vertices iI, iz, i3 on the exterior of G which do not belong to J, then 
the exterior edge in H which belongs to Ci, is not incident with c. Therefore, 
condition (4) must hold. To show that also condition (2) is fullfiled, let us assume 
that D is a face of G with no vertex of D belonging to J. Hence, G - D has only 
one component which shares an edge with D. Thus, G has three consecutive 
vertices (those of D) which are not in J - a contradiction with (4). 
Sufficiency. Condition (1) guarantees that c is a cycle. By condition (4), c 
D-dominates every exterior edge of H. Let e be an interior edge of H. If e is not 
incident with an exterior vertex of H, then the corresponding edge of G is interior 
in G and, by condition (3), e is incident with a vertex of c. Let e be an interior 
edge which is incident with an exterior vertex of H and e* denote the 
corresponding edge in G. If any vertex of e* belongs to J then e is D-dominated 
by c, so let us assume that none of the endvertices of e* is in J. By condition (4), 
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the vertices k and 1 incident with e* on the exterior cycle of G belong to J. If C, 
or C, is incident with e then c D-dominates e. Otherwise, let v denote the 
endvertex of e which is interior in G and D denote the face of G corresponding to 
u. By condition (2), J contains a vertex of D and hence, u belongs to c. Therefore 
also in this case e is D-dominated by c. 0 
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